Abstract. The regularization of propagators by means of a complex metric is considered. *)
Introduction. In quantum field theory and gravity, one often has to deal with pseudo-Euclidean-type peculiarities. These peculiarities [singularities] are regularized by introduction of complex parameters. For example, the covariantregularized propagator of a free massive scalar field in the momentum representation has the form [1] (̅̅̅̅)( , ) = ( 2 − 2 + ) ⁄ ,
where > 0. Regularization (1) has two significant drawbacks, namely that it does not guarantee:
1) convergence of Feynman integrals at ε > 0, even if the corresponding integrals of the Euclidean theory converge; 2) the regularity of propagators in the coordinate representation, even if the specified regularity takes place in the Euclidean case.
(Here and below all integrals are Lebesgue integrals [2] . Relevant counterexamples will be given in section 2.) This paper proposes an alternative regularization scheme free of the above drawbacks. In this scheme the propagators are regularized by using the "ε-metric" (see section 3): In this regularization, for example, instead of (1), the following relation is obtained (see section 3): A direct generalization of (2) is the so-called " -metric":
where ∈ \ [0, +∞). In fact, our regularization prescription (see section 3) consists in an analytical extension of the parameter from the Euclidean domain. At the same time, figuratively speaking, "our world" is "non-analytical in metric" (i.e. in ), "we are on the upper bank of the section (see figure) , antiworld -on the lower."
[ Figure. The domain of complex plane for -parameter.]
The plan of the presentation of the proposed scheme of the regularization is following: in section 3 the prescription of the regularization is formulated; in section 4 an α-representation for the regularized propagator (3) is introduced; on an example of a correlator of a scalar field of a very general kind it is shown how from the Euclidean correlator one can obtain ε-correlator in the coordinate, momentum and α-representations; the concept of admissible (proper) ε-correlator is introduced. 
In the left hand side of (7) the function of variable k is continuous, so it is measurable. Then from (7) and the existence of the integral (6) the existence of the integral follows
According to Fubini's theorem [2] , there exists a repeated integral equal to [8]:
However, the integral (9) obviously diverges for all ∈ Nevertheless, there exist ways of "computing" non-existing integrals of the form (5), which lead to meaningful relations and in the limit → +0 give welldefined generalized functions [distributions] .
The first such "method" is based on the α-representation [1] of regularized propagator (1):
In integrals of the form (5) propagators are written in the form (10) and then the order of integration in momenta and α is changed. The integral in momenta is understood as a limit
In the case of integral (5), as it is not difficult to check, a convergent "repeated" integral may be obtained for all 2 , > 0 and ∈ 3 .
The second way in application to the integral (5) is as follows: we "cut" the integral (5) , > 0 и ∈ 3 and coincides with the integral obtained by the first method. This does not contradict Proposition 1, since the existence of the limit (11) does not imply the existence of Lebesgue integral (5). Now we give a counterexample confirming that covariant regularization (1) does not guarantee the regularity of the propagator in the coordinate representation, even if the specified regularity takes place in the Euclidean case.
In fact, it is valid in ′ ( 4 )
where > 0; 1 ( ) is the MacDonald function. Here and below F и −1 are direct and inverse Fourier transforms of ′ ( ), which are normalized on ( ) by relations:
where ∈ ( ).
Function (12) is regular. We call by regular functions in ′ ( ) those generalized functions which are generated by the "slowly integrable" functions on . Complex valued function f on is "slowly integrable" if for some N the function (1 + 2 ) − is integrable on . We identify slowly integrable functions with generated by them [generalized] functions from ′ ( ).
Meanwhile, it can be shown that in ′ ( ) the following relation is valid [I.e. we get non-regular generalized function.]
3. The prescription of regularization by ε-metric. As it was defined in section 1, ε-metric is a diagonal × matrix (2):
where D is the dimension of the space-time, 0 < ε < 2π. Inverse of (2) matrix is
The prescription of the regularization is that one should formally deal with ε-metric as with pseudo-Euclidean [real] one.
We put и (i.e. coordinates with an upper index, and the components of the momentum with a lower index) to be real. Then Here and in what follows
are branches of a square root with a cut [0, +∞) normalized by the condition:
Regularization is carried out by replacing the continual [functional] measure
where ( ) has "ε-covariant" form and
=+0 ( ) = ( ).
We explain the construction of ( ) by specific examples.
Example 1. Free scalar field.
Here
where
The measure (17) with the ε-action (18) generates the ε-correlator
where ( ) ( ) = That is, ε-metric describes the Euclidean case for = .
Example 2. Free Fermi field (D=4).
In this case 
Example 3. Yang-Mills field.
Here = ∈ g -semisimple Lie algebra,
〈. , . 〉 is Killing form.
The "free" ε-correlator in ̃-gauge (in momentum representation) may be obtained from (24) in a standard way [4] :
We also present a formula that determines the dimensional regularization in the "ε -metric". The following relation may be verified by a direct calculation:
for > /2 and − < arg < , 0 < ≤ ; − 2 < arg < , ≤ < 2 ; When = we obtain from (24) the Euclidean relation:
where > /2 and |arg | < . The formula (26) may be taken as a starting point for determining the dimensional regularization in the ε-metric.
Majorizing inequalities.
A remarkable property of the regularization introduced by us is the fact that the behavior of ε-correlators at high momenta is equivalent to the behavior of the corresponding Euclidean correlators. This follows from the following chain of inequalities:
which are valid for all [0 < < 2 ], и . The right hand side inequality in (27) is trivial, the left hand side inequality is deduced as very simple one:
By virtue of (27), the Feynman integral composed of ε-correlators (3) exists for 0 < < 2 , if it exists in the Euclidean case. This statement can be extended to a wider class of ε-correlators.
Remark. ε-metric is a special case of -metric (4):
All relations given for ε-metric are easily generalized to the case of -metric. For example, the relation (3) is replaced by the following one:
where ∈ \[0, +∞) and
For ∈ \[0, +∞) the following inequalities are valid:
where arg 1 (. ) is a branch of the argument in \[0, +∞), arg 1 (1 + 0) = 0.
α-representation. Proper ε-correlator.
ε-correlator (3) admits an α-representation. For 2 > 0, 0 < < 2 and all ∈ the following relation is valid: Definition 1 is natural. This can be seen in the example of a scalar field. If the Euclidean correlator is regular in coordinate and momentum representations and has the form
∞ 0 2 > 0, then under some restrictions on ( ),̃( ), ( ) on the -correlator ( ( ) (0)) ( ) it can be obtained that
For ε-metric ( = ε ) we have 
